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• Markets are sometimes too short-sighted and fail to recognise in advance when a company’s 
prospects are about to improve or when a turnaround is close to bearing its fruits

• This market-myopia can be a source of opportunity for investors willing to position their 
portfolio towards acquiring good businesses, that are just experiencing a temporary blip

• Pure Opportunity is specifically designed to invest in companies where we expect 
circumstances to rebound in the near future 

• Focus:  US and European listed stocks at the early stage of their cyclical recovery, under a 
‘special situation’ scenario (spinoffs, recap, merger, activist) or post a successful turnaround
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Monthly review & performance

Name Sector Theme Weight

TELLURIAN Energy Commodity supercycle 6.2%

PEMBINA 

PIPELINE
Energy Commodity supercycle 6.1%

EQT Energy Commodity supercycle 6.1%

FERROGLOBE Materials Commodity supercycle 6.0%

VALARIS Energy Commodity supercycle 5.9%

TOP

Name Contrib.

VALARIS + 82bps

EQT + 75bps

TECHNIP + 73bps

BOTTOM

Name Contrib.

TWITTER - 107bps

DERICHEBOURG - 56bps

ALCOA - 54bps

It has been a volatile month with violent rotations across equities, as the market continues the struggle to adjust to slower growth and monetary policy

risks. In a rather difficult market, the strategy was up 4.2% over the month and once again largely outperformed the MSCI World (down -0.2%), bringing

the total YTD relative performance to 30.4%.

M&A/Special Situation play TWITTER acted as a drag on performance after Musk started renegotiating its bid price over the fake user accounts

controversy. We had partially exited the position around $50 but retained a minimum stake which hurt performance. Another negative contribution came

from metal-recycling company DERICHEBOURG after it disclosed a very surprising stake in French catering company ELIOR. We struggle to

understand the rationale behind this purchase given the obvious lack of synergies between these two businesses. Such transactions are big red flags to

us as they question the strength of internal corporate governance. We instantly exited the position and DERICHEBOURG has therefore been added to

our investment blacklist.

Top contributions came from Oil-related and LNG-exposed names such as VALARIS, EQT CORP, TECHNIP and VALLOUREC. Despite the strong

performance to date, we still see significant upside for the sector as it will strongly benefit from the Oil curve backwardation, with analysts having to

upgrade again their ‘22 / ‘23 earnings and cash flows estimates.

Overall, the strategy remains heavily tilted towards resource-related equities and the commodity super-cycle.

Name YTD Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Since

inception

2022

Pure Opportunity 16.8% -2.5% 9.8% 7.6% -2.7% 4.2% 9.7%

Benchmark

(MSCI World)
-13.6% -5.3% -2.7% 2.5% -8.4% -0.2% -13.4%

2021

Pure Opportunity -6.0% -8.0%* 2.1%

Benchmark

(MSCI World)
0.3% -3.7%* 4.2%
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representation, whether expressed or implied, or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 
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Share class characteristics

Currency USD

Management fees 1.25% p.a.

Performance fees 15% with daily HWM

Issuer fees 0.20% p.a.

Rebalancing frequency Discretionary, as needed 
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Themes

07
Market caps

Launched on 17 Nov. 2021

Format AMC

Issuer Goldman Sachs (rating A+)

Currency risk None, fully hedged

Leverage None

Energy
65%

Materials
31%

Consumer 
Discretionary

4%

20%

25%

42%

12%

1%

> 40bn

[10bn ; 40bn]

[1bn ; 5bn]

 < 1bn

CASH

CAD
8%

EUR
27%

USD
52%

GBp
12%

Commodity 
supercycle

90%

M&A / 
Special 

situation
4%

Recovery / 
Turnaround

6%


